Job Description
WalletHub.com – one of the leading personal finance destinations in the US – is rapidly
growing and is seeking motivated, hardworking, and competitive java developers for fulltime (45-50 hours/week), long term collaborations.
As the first ever social network built from the ground up around personal finance,
WalletHub is disrupting the notion that money is a taboo subject, and we’re connecting
consumers with each other and subject matter experts. WalletHub enables consumers
to compare financial products, read and write reviews about financial companies and
professionals, ask and answer questions, group around shared interests, customize
their financial news, and much more. Our goal is to ultimately change the way people
think about money.
Regardless of whether the next step in your career is starting your own business or
working for a Fortune 500 company, the type of intensive hands-on experience that you
will gain while at WalletHub will leave you in a better position to succeed.
Responsibilities:






Designs and develops web applications using Java, PHP, Spring Framework,
MySQL
Designs and develops unit test cases to make the code more robust
Participates in pairing and code reviews.
Support and troubleshoot problems with existing applications
Participates in the areas of architecture, design, implementation, and testing

Requirements:




2-4 years experience in Java, Spring and MySQL (or any relation database)
Experience developing web and stand-alone applications in Spring technologies
such as: Spring MVC, Spring Security, Spring Batch
Excellent communication and analytical skills

Nice to have but not required:




Experience in PHP
Familiarity with front-end technologies – Object-Oriented Javascript, AJAX, XHTML,
HTML, XML/DOM
Experience with unit testing framework, test driven development

Our offer:




Competitive salary
Possibility of stock options after the 1st year based on performance
US Visa sponsorship after 12-18 months with the company, based on
performance (this is a remote position)

How to Apply
To get our attention, all you need to do is send us a resume and an email telling what
makes you a good fit for this job (i.e. we do not want a generic cover letter) at
jobs@wallethub.com
You can also apply directly on our website by using the following link:
https://wallethub.com/jobs/back-end-engineer/
For questions regarding opportunities at our company you can also contact us by phone at
0373780056.

